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Introduction

Overview of Network Analysis and Gephi



https://gephi.org/



Network Analysis

Network Paths and Connectivity



A Network:



Shortest Path

A Path from Ben to Frank is Ben to Anna (B,A), Anna to Cara (A,C), Cara to Evan (C,E), Evan to 

Dana (E,D), Dana to Frank (D,F).

But the Shortest Path is either

B,A,C,E,F  or B,A,C,D,F



Modularity Class

Modularity is concerned with 

community structure, indicating 

how the the network is 

compartmentalized into sub-

networks. Nodes that are highly 

connected are likely to end up 

in a common cluster or 

community.

Class 1

Class 2



A Network:



Directed and Undirected Edges

An undirected graph connects nodes 

with bidirectional edges: reciprocal 

relationships

A C

B

directed

undirected

A graph with directed edges is a 

nonreciprocal network (letters sent, 

tweets, etc.). 



Degree:





Degree

Degree of 
Connectedness:

Dark purple (Hamlet)
= most connected

Beige = least

Hamlet



Table View: Degree

This table presents what is visually

represented in the Gephi Graph.

Hamlet



Network Analysis

Network Structure



Centrality

A. Degree Centrality – number of connections

B.  Closeness Centrality – closeness to the entire network 

C.  Betweenness Centrality – bridging nodes

D.  Eigenvector Centrality – connection to well-connected nodes

The relative influence of individual nodes (people) within the network

Four ways to measure centrality

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgUj8DEH5Tc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgUj8DEH5Tc


Degree Centrality

“Degree centrality examines the 

number (or proportion) of other 

nodes linked to a specific node, either 

through inbound, outbound or 

undirected connections.” 

From Mastering Gephi Network Visualization by Ken Cherven, PACT 
Open Source, 2015.



In-degree centrality

and

Out-degree centrality

directed



Closeness Centrality

“Closeness Centrality  measures  the 

proximity of a selected node to all 

other nodes within the graph.”

From Mastering Gephi Network Visualization by Ken Cherven, PACT Open 

Source, 2015.



Closeness Centrality

“Closeness Centrality  measures  the 

proximity of a selected node to all 

other nodes within the graph.”

From Mastering Gephi Network Visualization by Ken Cherven, PACT Open 

Source, 2015.



Closeness Centrality
What the numbers mean: 

A

D
C

B
ZW YX

1 + 1 + 1 = 3 / 3 = 1 (average distance)

1 + 2 + 3 = 6 / 3 = 2 (average distance)

Average distance is longer, so the number is higher.

But we want to measure degree of closeness, 

want the highest number to be the closest, so we 

take the reciprocal:

1/1 = 1 (A)                        1/2 = .5 (W)

A has a higher Closeness Centrality (is more central to everyone) than W.



https://www.coursera.org/lecture/networks-illustrated/closeness-centrality-part-ii-cqA9S

https://www.coursera.org/lecture/networks-illustrated/closeness-centrality-part-ii-cqA9S


Hamlet

Closeness Centrality
These numbers do not 

represent a simple average of 

number of nodes that have to 

be crossed: it doesn’t mean 

that Gertrude only has to

cross half  a path to get to 

everyone, while Hamlet has to 

cross three fourths: Gertrude 

is NOT closer to everyone.

Highest Closeness Centrality:

Hamlet (.71)



Betweenness Centrality

Nodes with a high betweenness

centrality “form a bridge between 

parts of the graph and thus play a 

key role in reducing path distances 

when traversing the graph.”  

From Mastering Gephi Network Visualization by Ken Cherven, PACT Open 

Source, 2015.



Hamlet

Betweenness

Centrality

Highest

Lowest



HamletHigher Number = Appears on shortest 

path more Often

Betweenness Centrality



Eigenvector Centrality

Eigenvector centrality measures the 

“influence of a particular node…by 

the connectedness of its closest 

neighbors. This can be thought of as 

the who you know type of centrality, 

wherein an individual node might not 

be thought of as important on its 

own, but its relationship to other 

highly connected nodes indicates a 

high level of influence.” 

From Mastering Gephi Network Visualization by Ken Cherven, PACT Open 

Source, 2015.



Eigenvector Centrality

Eigenvector centrality measures the 

“influence of a particular node…by 

the connectedness of its closest 

neighbors. This can be thought of as 

the who you know type of centrality, 

wherein an individual node might not 

be thought of as important on its 

own, but its relationship to other 

highly connected nodes indicates a 

high level of influence.” 

From Mastering Gephi Network Visualization by Ken Cherven, PACT Open 

Source, 2015.



Directed and Undirected Edges

An undirected graph connects nodes 

with bidirectional edges: reciprocal 

relationships

A C

B

directed

undirected

A graph with directed edges is a 

nonreciprocal network (letters sent, 

tweets, etc.). 



Tables used

to generate

the  network



Tables used

to generate

the  network

6

1

2

3

4

5



In-degree centrality

and

Out-degree centrality

directed



McDermott, Andy. Interesting Times: Sales & Marketing Messaging Management, Concept Visualization, and Social Networks. 
http://sictransittecnicamundi.blogspot.com/2006/04/measuring-social-networks.html

Density
undirected graphs

Here, we are counting the edges

(the lines)

= edges / lines



McDermott, Andy. Interesting Times: Sales & Marketing Messaging Management, Concept Visualization, and Social Networks. 
http://sictransittecnicamundi.blogspot.com/2006/04/measuring-social-networks.html

Density
directed graphs

Network Connections

A B

C D

Nodes  4

Connections 12

= edges / lines

C = N x (N-1)

C = 4 x (4-1)

C = 12



Hamlet



McDermott, Andy. Interesting Times: Sales & Marketing Messaging Management, Concept Visualization, and Social Networks. 
http://sictransittecnicamundi.blogspot.com/2006/04/measuring-social-networks.html

Density
directed graphs

Network Connections

A B

C D

Nodes  4

Connections 12

= edges / lines

Density in a graph with 9 out of 12 possible 

connections = .75



McDermott, Andy. Interesting Times: Sales & Marketing Messaging Management, Concept Visualization, and Social Networks. 
http://sictransittecnicamundi.blogspot.com/2006/04/measuring-social-networks.html

Density
undirected graphs

Network Connections

A B

C D

Nodes  4

Connections 6

= edges / lines

Density in a graph with 5 out of 6 possible 

connections = .83



Setting up A Gephi Folder



Installing Gephi
https://gephi.org/users/install/





Gephi Requirements

Graphics

Gephi uses an OpenGL 3D engine to speed up graph visualization. However a compatible 
graphic card is required. If your graphic card is older than 8 years, or if your laptop 
doesn’t have a dedicated graphic card, you may have to upgrade your hardware to run 
Gephi.

To detect and fix graphical problems, go to: https://gephi.org/users/detect-and-fix-
graphical-problems/

If you’re running on Linux, get latest vendor graphical drivers to ensure OpenGL hardware 
acceleration.

Java

The current stable version of Gephi will only run with Java 7 or 8. On Mac OS X, Java is 
bundled with the application so it doesn't have to be installed separately. On Windows 
and Linux, the system must be equipped with Java.

https://gephi.org/users/detect-and-fix-graphical-problems/


To Download Gephi, go to: https://gephi.org/users/download/

You will see the following screen:

https://gephi.org/users/download/


Installing the Software

Windows

• Make sure you have a recent Java JRE installed on your system. Gephi is compatible 
with Java 7 and 8 versions. Download Free Java at: 
http://www.java.com/en/download/

• Gephi can be downloaded at: https://gephi.org/users/download/

• After the download completes, open the downloaded file, run the installer, and click 
Next.

http://www.java.com/en/download/
https://gephi.org/users/download/


Installing the Software

Windows

• Accept the license agreement and click Next.



Installing the Software

Windows

• Continue to click Next until you reach the following screen. Click Install.



Installing the Software

Windows

• Once the installation is complete, the following screen is displayed. Click Finish to 
complete the setup. 



Installing the Software

To troubleshoot the Gephi installation go to: https://gephi.org/users/install/



https://gephi.org/users/quick-start/



https://github.com/gephi/gephi/wiki/Troubleshooting

Gephi Troubleshooting: Memory Issues



What if  you install the latest versions of Gephi 

and Java, but you get the following error 

message: "Cannot find Java 1.8 or higher“ when 

you try to open Gephi?

If  you encounter that error, there may be a 

disconnect between Gephi and the latest version 

of Java in your system. Gephi needs to point to 

the right Java directory, which enables it to run. 

So, we need to tell Gephi where to find Java by 

copying the path for your latest Java installation 

into the Gephi Conf (Gephi Configuration file) in 

your C drive. It is much easier than it sounds. 



Here are links to the three most helpful videos. They all basically give the same instructions. I included all three because the first is 

easiest to follow, visually, while the other two provide better explanations about what the problem is and why you need to make the 

changes.  Either of the following will work.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mmGD5tw1RUY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWQWjx6Ot1E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkmB1bYwyH8

After you fix the problem, your Gephi conf file should look like this. The highlighted portion is what you need change to tell Gephi 

where to look for Java in your system

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mmGD5tw1RUY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWQWjx6Ot1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkmB1bYwyH8


Allocating More Memory to Gephi



Gephi Sources and Video Links

Centrality Measures: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgUj8DEH5Tc

Closeness Centrality: https://www.coursera.org/lecture/networks-illustrated/closeness-centrality-part-ii-cqA9S

Betweenness Centrality: https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=PuWNYB0u_gM

Eigenvector Centrality: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIBOT3SjJZE

Density: McDermott, Andy. Interesting Times: Sales & Marketing Messaging Management, Concept Visualization, and Social Networks. 

http://sictransittecnicamundi.blogspot.com/2006/04/measuring-social-networks.html

Mastering Gephi Network Visualization by Ken Cherven, PACT Open Source, 2015. https://www.packtpub.com/networking-and-servers/mastering-

gephi-network-visualization

Visualizing Graph Data, by Corey Lanum, 2016. https://neo4j.com/books/visualizing-graph-data/

https://livebook.manning.com/book/visualizing-graph-data/about-this-book/

Gephi Cookbook, by Devangana Khokhar, 2015. https://www.amazon.com/Gephi-Cookbook-Devangana-Khokhar/dp/1783987405

https://www.packtpub.com/big-data-and-business-intelligence/gephi-cookbook

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgUj8DEH5Tc
https://www.coursera.org/lecture/networks-illustrated/closeness-centrality-part-ii-cqA9S
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=PuWNYB0u_gM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIBOT3SjJZE
https://www.packtpub.com/networking-and-servers/mastering-gephi-network-visualization
https://neo4j.com/books/visualizing-graph-data/
https://livebook.manning.com/book/visualizing-graph-data/about-this-book/
https://www.amazon.com/Gephi-Cookbook-Devangana-Khokhar/dp/1783987405
https://www.packtpub.com/big-data-and-business-intelligence/gephi-cookbook



